Warning: Resetting the radio can lead to a permanent low transmit output. Instead, we recommend writing a blank codeplug to clear the radio’s memory.
Step 1: Register for a DMR ID# and enter your DMR ID# into the radio.
Step 2a: Enter Talkgroups into Digital Contacts (example 1: UK GB7BK)
Step 2b: Enter Talkgroups into Digital Contacts (example 2: USA WD6AML)
Step 3: Enter Rx Group List

- Select Rx Group List
- Add items: UK GB7BK, US WD6AML
- Enter name: UK GB7BK
- Enter name: US WD6AML
Step 4a: Adding a DMR Repeater channel
(example 1: UK GB7BK TG235, slot 1, color code 3)

To add more Channels, use the same info, but update Channel name, Contact (TG#) and Repeater Slot.
Step 4b: Adding a DMR Repeater channel
(example 2: USA WD6AML 310, slot 1, color code 1)

To add more Channels, use the same info, but update Channel name, Contact (TG#) and Repeater Slot.
Step 4c: Adding an analog channel (example: UK GB3RU)
Step 5a: Setup one repeater Zone with all talkgroups (example 1: UK GB7BK, refer to Step 4a to add channels)
Step 5b: Setup one repeater Zone with all talkgroups (example 2: USA WD6AML, UK GB3RU, refer to Steps 4b,c to add channels)
Step 6: Upload codeplug

Additional tips

- Monitor mode, also known as promiscuous mode, allows you to listen to all talkgroups on the same color code and repeater slot.

- Warning: Resetting the radio can lead to a permanent low transmit output. Instead, we recommend writing a blank codeplug to clear the radio’s memory.